
HTML with StarWriter 3.1

This template defines several attributes for formatting paragraphs and characters that you will need 
for authoring HTML-documents. Additionally, information in this template is used as a set of 
preferences for HTML-import. If there are no set values in the HTML-document e.g. concerning the 
background-color, the defined settings of this document will be used. So if you want to change the 
standard settings for an HTML-page, you have to change the settings in this template first. To do this,
select Template... from the File menu and chose the template named HTML template (Standard) 
from the group HTML templates. If you now chose the Edit button, you can modify the template and 
rewrite it. At the next import of a HTML-document, all settings of the template are used as defaults.

The document heading (<HEAD>) is generated automatically.
The title (<TITLE>) is retrieved from the document description.
The headlines (<H1>,<Hx>) match the paragraph styles Headline 1 to Headline x.
Preformatted text (<PRE>) matches the paragraph style PRE.
The address (<ADDRESS>) matches paragraph style Addressee.
The character style »Internet Link« is used for a link.
The character style »Visited Internet Link«, if you already visited the link.
A quotation (<BLOCKQUOTE>) matches the paragraph style BLOCKQUOTE.
For enumerations use the corresponding paragraph styles.
Indicate (<CITE>)
Code-examples (<CODE>) are marked with the character style CODE.
Emphasized (<EM>)
Keys (<KBD>) are indicated by the character style KBD.
Strong Emphasis (<STRONG>)
Placeholders and variables (<VAR>) are indicated by the character style VAR.
Typewriter font (<TT>) are indicated by the character style TT.
Attributes as bold, italic etc are used as usual.
To display a horizontal line, insert an empty paragraph with the paragraph style HR.
Definitionlists are created with help of the styles DD1-3 and DT1-3

The next time you are surfing the Internet, please feel invited to visit us at Star Division Homepage
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